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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines a significant aspect of Gibbon's thought and
outlook and its effect on his major work.

Part I traces the development

of moral attitudes in the man and their expression in his early and
exploratory writings. The first and second chapters trace this development through his reaction to Oxford, his apprenticeship in Lausanne and
his return to England, as the moral foundations were laid and tested till
the aspiring historian was ready to turn his mind to the choice of a
satisfying subject.

Chapter three pauses to survey the principles he

explored and tentatively set down in his first publication and notes their
significance for the emerging historian.

Chapter four considers his quest

for a worthy subject and suggests that the first topics were rejected as
unsatisfactory, primarily on moral grounds. The experience in Rome and
its importance are re-examined and attention is drawn to the emphasis on
moral values in certain writings undertaken as he approached his chosen
subject.

Part II looks first, in chapter five, at the moral categories underlying The Decline and Fall and, in the following chapter, at their application in Gibbon's approach to character and the historian's responsibility
to truth, to his public and to posterity for the faithfulness of his
portraits of the figures of history.

Some of these persons are seen as

uniquely appropriate to Gibbon's purpose and the moral values he wished
his History to exemplify.

Chapter seven explores the moral emphases seen

in his discussion of the causes of decline and in particular proposes
that the twin factors of barbarism and religion are presented in The
Decline and Fall as primarily moral rather than racial or religious

XV

categories.

The question as to how far the philosophic historian and

moralist does justice to religion and to his avowed ideal of strict
impartiality is finally considered.

Chapter eight examines a major

theme of the work as it looks at Gibbon the humanist moralising on the
strange and melancholy 'vicissitudes of fortune', the transitoriness of
the life of man, his works and his empires, and on the value of history
as the means of transcending this impermanence, this inevitable change
and decay.

Chapter nine focuses on the historian's use of language as

an appropriate vehicle for his moral reading of history, and moves from
the broader aspects of style, through the units of composition, to the
choice of words, in order to show how Gibbon forged a suitable instrument
for his purpose.

The final chapter discusses the ambiguity of the

historian's reputation in former times and particularly his standing as
a moralist in view of the 'indecencies' and 'improprieties' found in his
work by his contemporaries and later critics. The question of how far
this affects his moral stature is considered and the relative insignificance of this element and the lasting appreciation of The Decline and
Fall, not only on literary and historical grounds, but also for its
positive moral value, is reaffirmed.

The individual chapter outlines

indicate more clearly and in greater detail the thread of the presentation and the argument throughout the thesis.

INTRODUCTION

Historians of the stature of Gibbon continue to attract critical
attention and numerous aspects of their work become the subject of
separate studies.

So many facets of the man and his History have been

examined that there might seem little left to say. But strangely for a
writer whose moral comments and outlook have been so frequently referred
to, this particular aspect at least seems to have escaped closer and
more detailed examination. Yet when we approach his work from this point
of view we find a rich vein to be explored.

The references to the moral

view of history amongst eighteenth-century writers, and of Gibbon in
particular, though by now a commonplace, usually consist of no more than
a few passing remarks or a short section of a chapter.

If this is so then the present study is warranted for Gibbon is one
of those writers who seem to mark a watershed in the practice of history.
Hence we have a set of studies of his problem after two hundred years
presented by Lynn White and his collaborators or more recently, in a
symposium on The Age of Spirituality

Arnaldo Momigliano's contribution

entitled quite simply, 'After Gibbon's Decline and Fall', almost as if
a sort of B.C.-A.D. division dates from that work.

For us, then, who

live in the 'after Gibbon' period, it seems that The Decline and Fall
like other peaks, both in historical writing and in the real world,
challenge us to explore them simply because they are there.

1.

ed. Kurt Weitzmann.

Princeton U.P., 1980.
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My own fields of study, apart from an early piece of research on
Pacific history, have been the Middle Ages and the eighteenth century,
both the English language in those periods and various historical
questions. My research for the present thesis began by bringing these
two together in an investigation of eighteenth-century attitudes to the
Middle Ages, particularly on the part of historians:
Gothic past in eighteenth-century England and France';

'History and the
then it turned

in another direction to consider the use made of history by some of
the notable religious writers and apologists of the day, like Prideaux,
Lardner, Jortin, MacKnight and others with whom Gibbon was familiar
and whose works he acknowledged in his notes.

Eventually my research

returned to the central and dominant figure, acknowledged by Trevor-Roper
as still 'greatest of historians', for I found there was one important
aspect of the man and his masterpiece largely unexplored:

Gibbon as

moralist and the moral categories and emphases of The Decline and Fall,
which has more than once been considered as a historical Paradise Lost.

1.

Also Archibald Maclaine whose standard English translation of
Gibbon's important source, Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History
is in the Bentick Street catalogue of his library.
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(a) On the debit side a confusion or even a contempt for true
moral values, the prevalance of ordinary human vices plus others
inherent in religion - unreason, excess, fanaticism, superstition and a resulting tendency to persecution.
(b) On the credit side: courage and incorruptibility of certain
noble 'saints', beneficial effect on the barbarians of the north,
civilizing influence in the dark ages.
The 'dangerous' virtues of the clergy - the famous mot
considered in its immediate and wider contexts. A pithy comment
on the inversion of moral values. Monastic and other 'specious'
virtues seen as more dangerous than the blatant and obvious
vices of evil clergy and bad popes
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Gibbon's History as 'a moral treatise' in which 'he has reversed
the traditional values.' Reassessment of his premises, criticisms
and conclusions demanded by our altered standards of judgement
and 'different mode of vision'. Revised view of the 'cultural
trough' and the lost millenium between two enlightened ages. The
tension between a desire for impartiality and contempt for
medieval institutions, especially the church, in writers of
Gibbon's day. His obvious antipathy and inability to understand
the heart of religion - how far a defect in his treatment of the
subject? His excellence and limitations as church historian.
Concentration on externals and lack of empathy - some examples,
notably his treatment of early persecutions. Validity of his
stance in the famous chapters xv and xvi questioned by later
writers. His picture of monasticism.
390
His continued connection of the Church with imperial decline. The
'neo-pagans' and their charges against the primitive Christians
as members of society. The Church as 'cancer' or 'chrysalis'?
Recent historians divided as to the Church's part in the decline
of Rome. Tendency to see its positive contribution to the
emerging civilization. Certain moral advances clearly due to
Christian influence. Connection between religion and morality,
in fact, closer than in religions generally and quite novel in
ancient pagan world.
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Gibbon's ambivalence - strict impartiality sometimes at odds with
an almost biased recoil from 'enthusiasm'. Contempt mingled with
respect for some of the heroes of the Church. Even a measure of
superstition seen as not always incompatible with 'civic virtue'
and orderly government. Consequent recognition of the danger of
exposing an 'old superstition' to the blind multitude's contempt.
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CHAPTER EIGHT.

THE PROSPECT FROM THE CAPITOL: THE VICISSITUDES
OF FORTUNE
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Poggio and Gibbon moralising on the ruins of Rome and on 'the
vicissitudes of fortune' - the view from the hill and its impact.
Despite expressions of scepticism about the exact place and the
nature of Gibbon's experience in Rome, its reality is central to
The Decline and Fall and the sentiment evoked runs right through
the work. Its effect thus more significant for the moralist
historian than certainty about the actual site. 'Revolutions'
in The Decline and Fall and the long revolution which embraces
them all
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More appaling to Gibbon and to Poggio than the physical ruins
were the ruin of liberty and former greatness, moral decay and
inner collapse. Sentiments shared by the two humanist observers
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The theme of vicissitude and the notion of 'fortune' in The
Decline and Fall. Gibbon's use of historical characters to
convey these sentiments and provide moral comments on human
instability. The idea of transitoriness, the 'fleeting moment'
as seen in The Decline and Fall and the Memoirs. Its relation
to Gibbon's concept of time. The relative importance of reigns
and eras - moral significance rather than temporal duration
...
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The sic transit theme and Gibbon's use of the ruin image.
Various applications of the word 'ruin'. Ubiquity of ruins in
the work - their silent message
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Significance of the ruin image at various levels:
(a) fallen greatness - a sense of awe.
(b) transience of men and empires - a 'melancholy' prospect.
(c) responsibility and guilt of the destroyers - a moral judgement.
(d) an eloquent reminder of human suffering throughout history.
(e) symbolic of corruption and decay of ideals and life in the
Roman Empire - the death of the greatest civilization
453
A comparison with Diderot's moral reaction to ruins - ideas shared
by the two writers
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The most basic notion of inner decay and collapse similarly
conveyed by the metaphor of 'fabric'. Ruins and the fundamental
'problem of decadence' which they suggest. The Decline and Fall
as including elements from Gibbon's earlier projected subjects.
The moralist's viewpoint clear in his judgements and his exposure
of degeneracy - the connection between 'national vice and ruin'
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CHAPTER NINE.
Introductory:

THE LANGUAGE OF THE MORALIST
Gibbon's strong feeling for language and care in its
use. His remarks on styles of historians as a guide
to the qualities he looked for in historical writing.
Such qualities exemplified in his own work
...
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Stylistic description of The Decline and Fall:
(a) 'Style' - precise and dignified, yet simple as opposed to the
ornate and grandiloquent styles Gibbon avoided.
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(b)

'Tone' - the 'middle tone' between that of the dull chronicle
and rhetorical declamation

(c)

'Intonation' - various effects such as irony, sarcasm, doubt,
open or conclusive statement

Structural units of composition: THEME
CHAPTER - or group of chapters
PARAGRAPH
SENTENCE and its components
WORD
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Use of the general or moral truth in the paragraph or series of
paragraphs. Gibbon's paragraphs often based on such generalisations. These sometimes express, sometimes merely imply a moral
judgement for the reader to apply. The general statement may
introduce, or may follow as a conclusion, the specific details
in the paragraph. Grammatical markers of this - a switch to the
present tense and sometimes to the first person, 'we'. Instances
of the author speaking in his own person, or as an 'impartial
philosopher', or through the appropriate words of a person in
the narrative. Use of personified qualities, or virtues and
vices, as the responsible agents in a moral comment or general- L o d LJ.LJil
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The sentence level: syntactic organisation - parallelism,
antithesis, accumulation, climax or anti-climax, co-ordination.
Usefulness of some of these devices in emphasising moral truths.
Various effects obtained by such syntactic arrangements.
Use of co-ordinate structures to offer a suggestive or moral
comment. A special use of co-ordinates in the characteristic
Glbbonian couplets linked by 'and' and 'or' - the aim and effect
of these doublets: the 'used and abused' type
four types of the 'or' doublet and their value
in questioning motives or the genuineness of a reaction
...
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Word level: first person pronouns - occasional voice of the
moralist speaking directly to the reader.
Gibbon's fondness for phrasal synonyms, often for moral effect.
Antithetical epithets suggesting moral incongruity.
Specific reflections on the abuse of language.
Terms of moral comment or judgement - 'just', 'deserved', 'unworthy'.
The vocabulary of decline - some terms like 'corruption' and
'degenerate' and derivatives which have strong moral force.
Gibbon's care not to obscure his statements by metaphorical
531
expression or substitute rhetoric for fact
Gibbon's most characteristic tone of irony. His study of Juvenal
turned to good effect. His 'dismissive irony' in contrast to the
satire of Swift. Gibbon's irony intended to affirm not to destroy
the moral values of his age
...
...
...
...
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CHAPTER TEN.

AN INCONSISTENT MORALIST?
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The charges of 'irrellgion' and 'indecency' in Gibbon's work
coloured the reputation of the historian. Person's balanced
encomium, but strong objection to the 'indecencies' he found
in The Decline and Fall. Consideration of his criticism

...
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Controversial replies to Gibbon concentrated almost entirely
on the religious element - his treatment of Christianity.
Continuing clamour and often extreme reactions against his
'improprieties'

567

Two comments on an author's intention relevant to the case:
(a) Gibbon's exoneration of Juvenal from a similar charge
(b) Bayle's comments 'Concerning Obscenities'

569

Close examination of Person's specific charge. What is the
tone and effect of the instances of rape? Do the passages
suggest callousness or prurience? Little evidence of lack
of humanity in these instances. More substance perhaps in
the charge of indifference to the persecution of Christians.
Person's balanced judgement - 'a few freckles'

572

Bowdler's edition. His aim and methods. Instances of offending
passages. Lack of consistency in his treatment and expurgations.
Difficulty of obtaining an accurate idea of the extent of his
objections since his deletions were made largely on the grounds
of irrellgion and Irrelevance

579

Edition published by Frederick Warne and Co. a safer guide since
it was advertised as a 'verbatim reprint' and omitted nothing on
grounds of Irrelevance as did Bowdler's. Examination of passages
omitted from this edition
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Editorial attitudes and inconsistencies. 'Moral' criteria for
expurgation not related to the tone or intent of the whole passage.
Moral mutilations to certain passages by these editors resulting
in the actual loss of Gibbon's moral point
588
The few 'licentious' passage- and untranslatable notes. Gibbon's
own defence. The objectionable element gained prominence from
publicity and repeated reference. Display of notes in Gentleman's
Magazine. Wealth and variety of Gibbon's footnotes of which the
doubtful or 'licentious' ones are a mere handful. Less easy to
exonerate Gibbon of all 'dlsingenuousness' in parts of his sections
on Christianity. Yet, did he ridicule virtue as such in the early
Christians or show salaciousness in his treatment?
593
Important questions for a just verdict on the question of Gibbon's
alleged 'indecencies': (a) How extensive are they?
(b) What is the author's general intent?
(c) Is the work likely to corrupt those for
whom it was intended?
A parallel from the Lady Chatterley
obscenity trial
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Positive and lasting moral values and effect of The Decline and Fall
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